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Abstract
A significant amount of energy is required to operate pressurised water distribution
systems, and therefore, improving their efficiency is crucial. Traditionally, more emphasis
has been placed on operational losses (pumping inefficiencies, excess leakage or friction
in pipes) than on structural (or topographic) losses, which arise because of the irregular
(unchangeable) terrain on which the system is located and the network’s layout. Hence,
modifying the network to adopt an ecologically friendly layout is the only way to reduce
structural losses. With the aim of improving the management of water distribution
systems and optimising their energy use, this work audits and classifies water networks’
structural losses (derived from topographic energy), which constitutes the main novelty of
this paper. Energy can be recovered with PATs (pumps as turbines) or removed through
PRVs (pressure reducing valves). The proposed hydraulic analysis clarifies how that
energy is used and identifies the most suitable strategy for improving efficiency as
locating the most suitable place to install PRVs or PATs. Two examples are discussed
to illustrate the relevance of this analysis.
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1 Introduction

Pressure management is unanimously qualified as an essential strategy for improving the
efficiency of water networks, as is recognised in the manuals tackling the challenge of
reducing water losses from a general perspective (EU 2015). Managing pressure in water
networks has been the objective of many papers ranging from general reviews to more specific
work dealing with the practicalities of how this ambition can be fulfilled (Walski et al. 2006).
Any surplus pressure over the level established in supply standards (urban networks) or over
the level required by sprinklers or drip feed systems (irrigation networks) only leads to
problems, namely, increased leakage and pipe breakage (Lambert et al. 2013), particularly if
the pressure is fluctuating (Agathokleous and Christodoulou 2016). In short, any surplus
pressure contributes to water and energy inefficiencies and shortens the average lifespan of
pipes (Lambert and Thornton 2012). Moreover, it is worth remembering that managing water
pressure has other consequences. On the one hand, citizens who are used to a high pressure
associate a low water pressure with a relatively poor service quality. On the other hand, water
supply companies report lower earnings in conjunction with lower consumption, which is
dependent on the water pressure. In any case, these apparent drawbacks are easily manageable
with environmental education.

Since the energy efficiency of a water network is conditioned by its layout, pressure
management should begin at the design stage. Dealing with the problem during the design
stage (i.e., a top-down approach) and establishing EMAs (energy management areas) (Cabrera
et al. 2019), are more effective strategies than modifying an operating system. When a system
is already operating, pressure management is implemented as follows:

a) Installing pressure reducing valves (PRVs) to dissipate surplus energy. In addition, by
reducing pressure, leaks are minimised, as is the embedded energy, while friction, which is
linked to circulating flows, is also reduced (Cabrera et al. 2010). Installing PRVs is the
most common method and has been studied in depth concerning its cost, effectiveness and
ease of implementation. Different studies have analysed how many PRVs should be
installed (Creaco and Franchini 2013), where they should be placed (Saldarriaga and
Salcedo 2015) and how to size them (Covelli et al. 2016).

b) Sub-dividing the network into pressure management zones (PMZs) in an attempt to
operate them as district metered areas (DMAs) (Lambert et al. 2013). Creating PMZs is
highly dependent on the initial network layout (Castro Gama et al. 2014). The differences
among EMAs, PMZs and DMAs have been previously discussed (Cabrera et al. 2019).

c) Installing pumps as turbines (PATs). This option maintains the benefits of PRVs (Patelis
et al. 2017) and recovers energy, an advantage that compensates for the complexity
involved in regulating a hydraulic machine (in which the flow rates are highly variable
over time). However, integrating the generated energy into the electricity loop is not a
simple matter, and therefore, this approach is usually used for self-consumption. Installing
PATs in optimum places obeys criteria similar to those of PRVs (De Paola et al. 2017).
This is a mature technology (Fecarotta et al. 2014), although few systems operating at a
real scale utilise this option (Muhammetoglu et al. 2017).

In short, we can Breduce^, Brecover^ or Bremove^ surplus energy linked to excess pressure
(Cabrera et al. 2019). The differences among these strategies are significant. Reducing focuses
on pressure (an intensive variable), whereas recovering and removing refer to energy (an
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extensive variable). Therefore, by modifying the layout, both pressure and structural losses
(Cabrera et al. 2019) are reduced at the source. By installing PRVs or PATs, the initial balance
is altered with a new energy term, equal to the flow through them times the decrease in
pressure they produce.

This paper reviews energy concepts that have already been introduced concerning water
distribution systems, particularly the differences between operational and structural losses.
This review also updates the terminology related to the energy balance employed in previous
papers. Structural losses, the subject of this paper, are then broken down to assess and manage
topographic energy with the aim of improving water transport efficiency. The focus of this
proposed comprehensive approach is illustrated in two networks (branched and looped).

Finally, the differences between the traditional approaches and the method suggested in this
paper are highlighted. Most of the current methodologies consist of optimisation algorithms
(that is, mathematical tools) that seek to minimise pressures and leaks (Creaco and Pezzinga
2018). Our focus straightforwardly aims to minimise structural energy losses. Although
structural energy losses are strongly related to pressure and leaks, they are different concepts.
Therefore, the proposed method is mainly a physics approach, which can be easily followed in
the simple proposed examples. In any case, guidelines to generalise the procedure to complex
real systems are duly outlined.

2 Pressurized Water Transport Systems: Basic Energy Concepts

The aim of a pressurised water distribution system is to efficiently deliver the water flow users
require (Q) at the established pressure (p). The result (Q·p) is related to the power required by
users, which, extended over a specific period of time, is the energy delivered to users. If water
is supplied at the pressure established in the standards, the sum of the energy delivered to each
user (j) is the minimum energy required by the system Euo:

Euo ¼ γ ∑
n

j¼1
vc; j z j−zl

� �þ p0; j
γ

� �
ð1Þ

where γ is the specific weight of water; n is the number of users; j is the index for users,
ranging from 1 to n; vc, j is the volume of water consumed at node j during the considered

period; zj the height of node j; and
p0; j
γ is the minimum supply pressure at node j. The height of

the lowest node in the system, zl, is the reference system height.
The total energy supplied to the system, Esr, is calculated by adding Euo to the energy losses

in the system (operational and structural losses). These concepts, in addition to those that will
be discussed in this work, have been established in previous works (Cabrera et al. 2010, 2015,
2019).

2.1 Energy Supply Sources

Water supply sources inject water into the system, adding a specific amount of energy per unit
volume (kWh/m3), thereby conditioning the energy efficiency of the network. If the
established pressure is exceeded at the least favourable node, this leads to system inefficiency.

Depending on whether supply sources are able to regulate the hydraulic head, those sources
can be either rigid or variable (Cabrera et al. 2019). Tanks and reservoirs supply gravitational
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energy to water, and since the height of the supply, Hhi, is almost constant (with only small
level variations inside the tanks), the hydraulic head cannot be regulated. Tanks and reservoirs
are therefore rigid sources. On the other hand, pumps installed with variable-frequency drivers
are variable energy sources because the unitary injected energy, Hhi, can be adjusted by
modifying their operating point.

2.2 Operational Losses

Operational losses are those that depend on the operation of the network. These losses are
located in pumping stations, Epr, in pipes as a result of friction, Efr, and through leaks, Elr.
There are other losses, such as breakages in tanks, in the network itself or in household tanks,
all of which are collectively denoted as Eor.

The first source of losses, Epr, is the one that usually requires closer attention. These losses
are obtained directly from different pump characteristic curves. In this work, Epr is not
considered. The second source of losses in the network, that is, friction losses, Efr, is expressed
in Eq. 2 for a given time interval, Δt (Cabrera et al. 2010):

Efr ¼ γ ∑
m

i¼1
qiΔhiΔt ¼ γ ∑

m

i¼1
viΔhi ð2Þ

where qi is the flow in pipe i; m is the number of pipes; Δhi is the head loss in pipe i; and vi is
the volume through pipe i in the given time interval. Nevertheless, as the energy balance is
nodal, it is worth expressing friction losses in terms of nodes, leading to the following:

Efr ¼ γ ∑
n

j¼1
vg; j Hhi− z j−zl

� �þ pj

γ

� �� �
ð3Þ

where vg, j is the total volume at node j, equal to the water demand at node vc, j plus the leaked
volume vl, j through half of the pipes converging at node (vg, j = vc, j + vl, j), while

p j

γ is the

pressure at node j. Equation 3 therefore provides the friction losses occurring between the
source and each node for the total volume of water in each of the nodes. Analytically, Eqs. 2
and 3 give the same result. Removing the consumed volume at the corresponding node from
Eq. 3, the nodal formulation allows a direct calculation of the total contribution of leaks to
friction losses.

In systems with multiple sources, the percentage of water that arrives at each node from any
of the sources must be known. In this case, the nodal friction Efr should be calculated by
weighting, according to each source, the friction corresponding to the water volume at each
node, as stated in Eq. 4:

Efr ¼ γ ∑
n

j¼1
∑
k

s¼1
αs; j vg; j Hhi;s− z j−zl

� �þ p j

γ

� �� �
ð4Þ

where αs, j is the percentage of water arriving at node j coming from source s; Hhi, s is the
piezometric head of the corresponding source s; and k is the number of sources. In what
follows, we assume systems with only one source.

On the other hand, the embedded energy in leaks (Elr) is equal to the leaked volume by the
piezometric height at the node where the leak is located. This leads to the following nodal
equation:
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Elr ¼ γ ∑
n

j¼1
vl; j z j−zl

� �þ pj

γ

� �
ð5Þ

Finally, if the supply is coming from a variable source and there is an excess pressure at the
critical node, this is attributed to a deficient pumping regulation, as the energy requirements
have not been adjusted to the critical node needs. This energy surplus, Eer, is therefore an
operational loss, as shown in Fig. 1a. The value for this loss is obtained as follows:

Eer ¼ γ ∑
n

j¼1
vg; j

pmin
γ

−
p0; j
γ

� �
ð6Þ

where pmin
γ is the minimum pressure in the system. If the energy source is a rigid source, the

excess pressure at the critical node is a structural loss, which is explained as follows.

2.3 Structural Losses: Topographic Energy

While operational losses depend on how the system is managed, structural losses are inherent
to the topography and layout (network, tank heights, etc.). Since users are located at different
heights, to supply the right pressure to the critical node, the remaining nodes are supplied at a
pressure over the required minimum. Consequently, more energy will be delivered than is
required. Topographic energy (Etr) is basically excess energy linked to the topography and
network structure, as its name suggests (Cabrera et al. 2015). Topographic energy is not in
itself a loss of energy, as is the case of energy lost through operational losses. However,
topographic energy is still an inefficiency and should be corrected as far as is reasonably
possible since it means that more energy is supplied than is strictly necessary. The value of
topographic energy is obtained as follows:

Etr ¼ γ ∑
n

j¼1
vg; j

p j

γ
−
p0; j
γ

� �
−Eer; j ð7Þ

The excess energy existing in each node, Eer, j, must be subtracted to avoid quantifying it as
topographic energy. Tanks (as with any rigid energy source) lead to inefficiencies since they
are unable to adapt to the exact energy requirements at the critical node over time. In the best-
case scenario, with the height being designed to avoid excesses at the least favourable node
during peak hours, as demand falls, there will be an energy excess (inefficiency) at the critical

Fig. 1 Graphic illustrations of the energy balance for a variable and b rigid energy sources
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point. While pumps can be regulated, tanks cannot (they have small level variations that are
not used to regulate the pressure within the system). Consequently, energy surpluses are
considered inevitable. Figure 1 illustrates the difference (Fig. 1a shows the situation for a
variable source, while Fig. 1b shows that for a rigid source).

Finally, it must be stated that operational and structural losses are coupled. The former
depend on the hydraulic gradient (variable over time), which in turn conditions the latter.
Therefore, overall optimisation requires a comprehensive analysis.

3 Topographic Energy Breakdown

To reduce topographic energy as far as possible without compromising the supply pressure at
nodes, topographic energy should be broken down into three categories: unavoidable (Eu

tr),

linked to flow (E f
tr) and manageable (Em

tr ), as displayed in Fig. 2. To calculate these compo-
nents, the downstream path (or paths) of the flow from the analysis node (start point) must be
known. This is necessary to guarantee the required supply pressure at all nodes. Hence, a
comprehensive analysis of the system is carried out, thus avoiding correction factors (Giugni
et al. 2014). The process is described in the following.

3.1 Unavoidable Topographic Energy

Unavoidable topographic energy is linked to the energy needed to supply a high-elevation
point in a network in an ideal situation (no friction losses). Such energy cannot be avoided
except by modifying the layout and can be defined as follows:

Eu
tr ¼ γ ∑

k

j¼ j
vg; j zh; j→k−z j
� � ð8Þ

where zh, j→ k is the height of the highest node along the possible paths between the study node
j and nodes k. The k nodes are the final points of consumption along the paths carrying water
downstream from j. In branched networks, the k nodes are always terminal nodes, and there
will be as many paths as there are end nodes. Figure 3a shows that to analyse node N1 (study

Fig. 2 Topographic energy breakdown with a rigid supply source
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node j), there are two paths of water downstream from N1 that end at nodes N2 and N3 (the k
nodes). In looped networks, the situation is similar, but we need to bear in mind that water can
flow down different paths from j to the same k node, and consequently, all of them must be
analysed. To analyse node N1 in Fig. 3b, there are two different paths leading to the same k
node, i.e., node N3. Among all the nodes along the paths flowing between j and k, the height
of the highest node of all will be zh, j→ k.

Water paths are obtained following the direction of circulation of the water flow. In
branched networks, water always flows in the same direction, and its determination can be
simply performed: the flow has only to be followed from the source through the system, and
the different paths that appear at bifurcations need to be determined. In looped networks, any
change, such as the demand pattern during the day, can impact the water flow direction. This is
not difficult with calculus, as paths are determined at each instant of time. For this purpose, the
water flow is again followed from the source until it reaches a node where there is a junction of
pipes. Any of the pipes in the node creates a new path. Each path ends when it arrives at a node
that is already part of the path or when it arrives at a node without any outgoing flow (see node
N3 in Fig. 3b). This process of determining paths can be automated once the sense of the water
flow is known in each pipe. It requires a hydraulic simulation software package that provides
the sense of the water flow.

The unavoidable topographic energy (Eu
tr) is therefore conditioned by the highest points in

the network. At all nodes upstream from the highest point that are located at required heights
lower than or equal to this highest point, a part of the topographic energy is unavoidable.
Figure 2 shows how node j has a lower required height than node Nc; therefore, this part of the
topographic energy is unavoidable since the flow has to overcome this difference. Unavoidable
topographic energy therefore depends on the height differences within the network and the
network design.

3.2 Unavoidable Flow-Dependent Topographic Energy

This component of the topographic energy is necessary to meet the minimum pressure required
at the nodes. Reducing it would mean that the required supply pressure would not be reached

Fig. 3 Possible paths between the study node j and nodes k for a a branched network and b a looped network
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at nodes located downstream. This depends on the hydraulic gradient of the system, and

consequently, flow-dependent topographic energy, E f
tr, is considered:

E f
tr ¼ γ ∑

k

j¼ j
vg; j z j þ

p j

γ
−
pmin; j→k

γ
−zh; j→k

� �
ð9Þ

where pmin, j→ k is the least favourable node pressure from among the possible paths of flow
between study node j and all end nodes k. To assess the minimum pressure between j and k,
the midway nodes without demand are not relevant.

3.3 Manageable Topographic Energy and Accumulated Topographic Energy

The dispensable part of topographic energy is defined as manageable and is equal to:

Em
tr ¼ γ ∑

k

j¼ j
vg; j

pmin; j→k

γ
−
p0; j
γ

� �
−Eer; j ð10Þ

Manageable topographic energy can be recovered (using PATs) or dissipated (using PRVs).
Figure 4b shows that a PRV introduces a height reduction equal to the dissipated manageable
topographic energy to the line of piezometric heights. This manageable topographic energy
becomes dissipated energy through friction in the PRV.

Finally, to identify the ideal point at which to install a PRV, the concept of accumulated
topographic energy is defined as the total manageable topographic energy pertaining to the
path that begins at node j and ends at node k, leading to:

ΔEm
tr; j ¼ γ ∑

k

j¼ j
vg; j

 !
pmin; j→k

γ
−
p0; j
γ

� �
− ∑

k

j¼ j
Eer; j ð11Þ

The sum includes the total volume vg, j of the nodes along the flow path between study node j
and end node k, taking into account that a node can be on more than one path (Fig. 3). In short,
the total volume of all nodes downstream from start node j must be considered, as must the fact
that all nodes are on one of the possible paths leading to node k. Similarly, we need to consider
the sum of the surplus energy between nodes j and k, where applicable.

The ideal point at which to install a PRVor PAT is the location where the highest amount of
manageable topographic energy is accumulated. This node is able to dissipate (or recover) the

Fig. 4 Managing topographic energy without a PRV (a) and with a PRV (b)
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maximum amount of topographic energy. After the first device (PAT or PRV) has been
installed, a new study is required to identify where the next device should be installed.

The topographic energy, Etr, can be expressed as:

Etr ¼ Eu
tr þ E f

tr þ Em
tr ð12Þ

To specify the magnitude and type of topographic energy in the system, two indicators are
defined, namely, θt and θtm. The first indicator, θt, represents the percentage of topographic
energy Etr within the total energy supplied to the system Esr:

θt ¼ Etr

Esr
ð13Þ

If the terrain is very irregular or if tanks are located higher than necessary, this value will be
high (θt will nearly equal 1), as topographic energy will represent a high percentage of the total
energy supplied. In flat networks with energy efficient layouts, θt will be closer to 0.
Nevertheless, this information is incomplete since it says nothing about whether the topo-
graphic energy is manageable. This information is provided by another indicator, θtm:

θtm ¼ Em
tr

Etr
ð14Þ

This indicator represents the percentage of manageable topographic energy over the total
topographic energy. These two indicators provide relevant (and complementary) information
about the system.

It is worth analysing the relationship between topographic energy (and its components) and
the features of the system:

a) Influence of the network layout: In systems with supply points located at different heights,
topographic energy can be important. Changes in the layout can reduce topographic
energy (Cabrera et al. 2019).

b) Influence of the energy source: With a rigid supply source, part of the topographic energy
can be managed. With a variable source of energy, if it exists excess energy, it can be
avoided by regulating the pumping station.

c) Influence of the system profile: Depending on the profile of the network, topographic
energy will be either manageable or unavoidable.

4 Breakdown of Structural Losses Linked to Leaks

After having characterised structural losses, we need to discuss some relative aspects of the
energy balance. Losses embedded in leaks, Elr (Eq. 5), are operational losses that are
dependent primarily on the water pressure. This term is broken down into two summands.
The first includes leaks at standard pressure (Eo

lrÞ, whereas the second addresses leaks when

there is an excess pressure Ete
lr

� �
, leading to:

Elr ¼ γ ∑
n

j¼1
vl; j z j−zl

� �þ pj

γ

� �
¼¼ γ ∑

n

j¼1
vl; j z j−zl

� �þ po; j
γ

� �
þ γ ∑

n

j¼1
vl; j

p j

γ
−
p0; j
γ

� �
¼ Eo

lr þ Ete
lr ð15Þ
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Consequently, the operational loss linked to leaks is Eo
lr, whereas the complementary summand

Ete
lr is included in the topographic energy and excess energy. This approach means we are able

to calculate the amount of energy embedded in leaks caused by topographic energy and excess
energy. This leads to the following energy balance:

Esr ¼ γ ∑
n

j¼1
vg; j

 !
Hhi ¼ Euo þ Epr þ Efr þ Eo

lr þ Eer þ Etr ð16Þ

Operational losses through pumping Epr and excess energy Eer are zero in the case of systems
supplied through rigid sources. This balance does not include other types of losses (Eor), such
as load breakages in tanks.

Installing PRVs modifies the values of these terms. The energy dissipated by PRVs is
integrated into Efr, whereas Etr will decrease by the same amount. If a PAT is installed, on the
one hand, operational losses (those of the hydraulic machine) will be included in Efr; on the
other hand, the energy the turbine produces must be subtracted from Esr, whereas Etr will
diminish (energy withdrawn by the PAT).

5 Methodology Application and Generalisation

The preceding analyses require the flow directions to be known. The minimum pressure
required at a node without compromising nodes further downstream can only be determined
if the flow direction is known. Therefore, knowing the water path is fundamental. In branched
networks, the flow path is immediately formed and does not vary. In looped networks, the
paths may depend on the load status of the network. Nevertheless, PRVs and PATs can only be
installed in pipes with only one flow direction; therefore, this flow direction must be properly
defined. To focus on the discussed concepts, the two example networks are static. In dynamic
networks, an analysis is performed for each network status, after which the set of energies is
superimposed, and all the results are integrated for the final analysis.

The authors have developed an algorithm to determinate the water paths in both branched
and looped networks that allows complex structural energy audits to be performed. As the
focus of this paper is on the new concepts and the proposed procedure, the cases presented are
simple to allow the methodology to be better understood.

5.1 Case Study 1: Branched Network

A variable supply source injects water into the branched network of Fig. 5. This figure also
includes the pipes’ diameters and lengths (with a roughness if 0.1 mm) and different flow paths
in the network. There are 6 possible paths through which water can flow, as in branched
networks, the number of paths is equal to the number of end nodes. The pump is located at the
lowest height (zl = 0 m) and supplies the flow at a pressure of 78.54 mWc (Hhi = 78.54 m). No
losses at the pumping station are deemed to exist. The reference pressure is 15 m at all
consumption nodes (p0γ =15 mWc). Hydraulic calculations are carried out using EPANET;

therefore, the results are obtained assuming a demand-driven approach for user consumption,
while leaks (loaded as emitters) are considered pressure-driven demand. Nevertheless, this
nodal structural loss audit could be improved with a global pressure-driven formulation
(Ciaponi and Creaco 2018). The proposed structural losses audit could be performed from
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any of these two perspectives. Nevertheless, regardless of the approach followed, both the
concepts explained and the methodology followed would not change.

The node data (height, total demand, consumption and leaks) are shown in the first four
columns of Table 1. The final three columns in Table 1 show the following: pj, the pressure at
each node; zh, j→ k, the greatest height of the set of nodes, including study node j, which are
downstream from study node j on any of the possible paths; and pmin, j→ k, the minimum
pressure resulting from applying identical criteria. Having established the paths, the least
favourable node in the network is identified as the one with the least pressure. In this case, the

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5P6P7

P9

P10 P11

P8

PUMP

N3

N2N4

N5

N6

N7N8
N9

N10

N11 N12
N1 N0

DP1= 461.8
LP1= 1000 

DP2= 57
LP2= 150DP3= 350.2

LP3= 400

DP4= 57
LP4= 400

DP5= 208
LP5= 100

DP6= 57
LP6= 50

DP7= 115.4
LP7= 150

DP8= 57
LP8= 100 

DP9= 101.6
LP9= 300

DP10= 57
LP10= 50 DP11= 57

LP11= 70

Path 1 Path 2 Path 3 Path 4 Path 5 Path 6
N1 N1 N1 N1 N1 N1

N2 N2 N2 N2 N2 N2

N3 N4 N4 N4 N4 N4

N5 N6 N6 N6 N6

N7 N8 N8 N8

N9 N10 N10

N11 N12

D = Diameters in mm
L = Lengths in m

Fig. 5 Branched network with a variable supply source

Table 1 Node features in the branched network

Node ID zj (m) vg, j (l/s) vc, j (l/s) vl, j (l/s) pj (mWc) zh, j→ k (m) pmin, j→ k (mWc)

N3 50 3.97 3.83 0.14 20.34 50 20.34
N2 40 2.98 2.78 0.20 38.44 55 20.34
N4 40 0.20 0 0.20 38.33 55 20.82
N5 25 4.20 4.03 0.17 29.26 25 29.26
N6 55 1.65 1.5 0.15 23.06 55 20.82
N7 45 4.56 4.39 0.17 29.54 45 29.54
N8 45 2.95 2.78 0.17 28.37 45 20.82
N9 45 4.73 4.58 0.15 20.82 45 20.82
N10 15 3.01 2.78 0.23 51.56 15 51.56
N11 10 4.23 4 0.23 53.51 10 53.51
N12 5 4.49 4.25 0.24 56.77 5 56.77
N1 0 0.00 0 0.00 78.54 55 20.34
N0 0 – – – – – –
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least favourable node is N3 (with a minimum pressure of 20.34 mWc), which, as can be seen,
is not the highest node.

Table 2 shows the different overall energy balance terms by node (pumping losses are not
considered) and characterises the system’s topographic energy. This table includes the term Ete

lr

(already counted in Etr), a fact that must be taken into account when establishing the sum
provided by the overall balance Esr.

The balance includes excess energy because the minimum pressure, 20.34 mWc, exceeds
the required amount, 15 mWc (variable supply source). The difference between these two
values is modest because the excess is not significant.

Two actions can be taken to improv the system’s efficiency: adjusting the minimum
pressure to the established supply requirements (reducing the speed of the pump) and installing
a PRV. Table 2 shows where the PRV should be installed, namely, at N10, where more
manageable topographic energy is accumulated than at any other node. Table 3 compares the
initial and final scenarios after implementing these two improvements. The values are rather
modest because of the analysed energy period. An annual calculation must be multiplied by
the hours per year the system is operated.

The following conclusions are drawn from this comparison:

& By reducing the relative speed of the pump to 0.976, the pressure at the critical node equals
the required pressure. This is more efficient than installing a PRV since, with this action,
the Eer term is eliminated, reducing the Esr term (ΔEsr=2.3 kWh/h).

& The contribution of the PRV to energy efficiency is marginal. The reduction in manageable
topographic energy (3.70 kWh/h) is compensated by the increase in friction within the
PRV (ΔEfr=3.40 kWh/h). The difference between these variations (0.30 kWh/h) is mainly

Table 2 Energy obtained (nodal and overall) in the network (kWh/h)

Nodes Euo Efr Eo
lr Ete

lr

Eer Etr Eu
tr; j E f

tr; j
Em
tr; j ΔEm

tr; j
Esr

N3 2.44 0.32 0.09 0.01 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.06
N2 1.50 0.00 0.11 0.05 0.15 0.54 0.44 0.09 0.01 0.10 2.29
N4 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.23 0.15
N5 1.58 1.00 0.07 0.02 0.21 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.38 0.38 3.24
N6 1.03 0.01 0.11 0.01 0.08 0.05 0.00 0.04 0.02 0.19 1.27
N7 2.58 0.18 0.10 0.02 0.23 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.42 3.52
N8 1.64 0.15 0.10 0.02 0.15 0.24 0.00 0.22 0.02 0.15 2.27
N9 2.70 0.59 0.09 0.01 0.24 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.03 3.64
N10 0.82 0.35 0.07 0.08 0.15 0.93 0.00 0.00 0.93 3.63 2.32
N11 0.98 0.62 0.06 0.09 0.21 1.39 0.00 0.00 1.39 1.39 3.26
N12 0.83 0.74 0.05 0.10 0.22 1.62 0.00 0.00 1.62 1.62 3.46
Total 16.10 3.96 0.96 0.46 1.85 5.65 0.47 0.35 4.83 – 28.5

Table 3 Total energy (kWh/h) in the branched network

Euo Efr Eo
lr Ete

lr

Eer Etr Eu
tr E f

tr
Em
tr

Esr θt θtm

Initial scenario 16.10 3.96 0.96 0.46 1.85 5.65 0.47 0.35 4.83 28.5 0.20 0.86
Final scenario 16.10 7.36 0.78 0.12 0 1.96 0.46 0.37 1.13 26.2 0.07 0.58
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due to the energy reduction linked to leaks, as a reduction in flow rates impacts on lower
friction losses.

& Table 2, particularly column ΔEm
tr; j, pinpoints the optimum location of the PRV to be

installed, in this case, at N10. A second analysis with the PRV installed allows us to
identify the optimum point at which to install a second PRV (N7).

& Once the PRV has been installed, the indicators referring to topographic energy improve.

On the basis of the information provided in Table 3, each contribution can be studied
individually while passing through intermediate stages (i.e., the pump adjustment without
and with a PRV).

5.2 Case Study 2: Looped Network

The second example is the looped network depicted in Fig. 6, supplied from a rigid source
(N1). The operating pressure is 30 mWc. Table 4 (similar to Table 1) shows the nodes
specifications (with a roughness of 0.1 mm) of this network. The arrows show the path of
the flow, which is invariable in this load status. The height of the lowest node (N2) is taken as
the reference (zl=50 m).

N5 is the end of all three possible paths regardless of the path chosen (Fig. 6).
Table 5 shows the nodal and total energy balances (kWh/h), included the topographic

energy breakdown. The maximum accumulated topographic value is at node N6, and thus, the

P1P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

N2N3

N4N5

N6N7

N1

DP1= 457.2 
LP1= 2500 

DP2= 203.2
LP2= 1000 

DP7= 152.4 
LP7= 1000 

DP3= 457.2 
LP3= 1000 

DP5= 406.4 
LP5= 1000 

DP8= 152.4 
LP8= 1000 

DP6= 254 
LP6= 220 

DP4= 152.4 
LP4= 700 

Path 1 Path 2 Path 3
N1 N1 N1

N2 N2 N2

N3 N4 N4

N5 N5 N6

N7

N5

D = Diameters in mm 
L = Lengths in m 

Fig. 6 Looped network and flow paths

Table 4 Node features in the looped network

Node ID zj (m) vg, j (l/s) vc, j (l/s) vl, j (l/s) pj (mWc) zh, j→ k (m) pmin, j→ k (mWc)

N2 50 25.84 25 0.84 142.8 150 37.9
N3 150 30.43 30 0.43 37.92 150 37.9
N4 120 30.59 30 0.59 71.25 120 71.3
N5 90 23.69 23 0.69 97.75 90 97.8
N6 80 40.73 40 0.73 109.84 90 97.8
N7 80 60.73 60 0.73 108.51 90 97.8
N1 200 0.00 0 0.00 0.0 200 37.9
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PRV should be installed just upstream of N6 and set at 55 mWc, thereby guaranteeing 30 mWc
at all nodes (N3 is the critical node).

Similar to Table 3, Table 6 compares the energy audits without and with a PRV. The main
difference lies in the fact that with the PRV installed, the water flow in line P8 changes its
direction, and the new end of the line becomes N7. After the PRV is installed, θt = 0.19. If
further energy reduction is required, a second PRV can be installed. Any additional analysis
should consider the three new paths ending at N7.

As in the preceding example (the branched network), the PRV barely contributes to improving
the energy efficiency of the network since the reduction in manageable topographic energy (62.03
kWh/h) is counteracted by a friction increase (60 kWh/h). In this case, as there are fewer leaks in the
looped network than in the branched network, the differences are even lower.

6 Conclusions

The global energy analysis performed in this study from a strictly hydraulic perspective allows
topographic energy to be better managed. This energy, although necessary, is inefficient
because of the excess pressure over and above the reference value. These losses, called
structural losses, should be reduced beginning at the design stage (through an ecologically
friendly layout); when a system is already operating, the possibilities to manage these losses are
limited. Recovering or removing part of the existing topographic energy are available options.
To better understand and assess the improvement possibilities, it is worth breaking topographic
energy down into unavoidable, unavoidable flow-dependent and manageable components.
Only the third component can be recovered (using PATs) or removed (using PRVs).

From the energy audit of structural losses, the main novelty of this paper, that is, a strategy
that should be followed to break down topographic energy based on a nodal energy analysis, is
presented. The proposed methodology analyses the energy at each node and performs a
downstream comparison through to the end node on the path. The ultimate aim is to calculate

Table 5 Nodal and total energy balances (kWh/h)

Nodes Euo Efr Eo
lr Ete

lr

Eer Etr Eu
tr; j E f

tr; j
Em
tr; j ΔEm

tr; j
Esr

N2 7.36 14.50 0.25 0.93 0.00 28.59 25.35 1.24 2.01 16.47 50.70
N3 38.26 18.53 0.55 0.03 0.00 2.36 0.00 0.00 2.36 4.20 59.72
N4 29.43 17.63 0.58 0.24 0.00 12.38 0.00 0.00 12.38 63.02 60.02
N5 15.79 14.47 0.47 0.46 0.00 15.77 0.00 0.00 15.75 15.75 46.48
N6 23.54 24.04 0.43 0.57 0.00 31.90 4.00 0.84 27.07 83.18 79.91
N7 35.32 36.63 0.43 0.56 0.00 46.77 5.96 0.45 40.36 56.11 119.15
Total 149.70 125.80 2.71 2.79 0.00 137.77 35.31 2.53 99.93 – 415.98

Table 6 Total hourly energy (kWh/h) of the looped network with and without a PRV

Euo Efr Eo
lr Ete

lr

Eer Etr Eu
tr E f

tr
Em
tr

Esr θt θtm

Without a PRV 149.7 125.8 2.71 2.79 0 137.77 35.31 2.53 99.93 415.98 0.33 0.73
With a PRV 149.7 185.8 2.35 1.72 0 77.08 25.35 13.82 37.90 414.90 0.19 0.49
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the accumulated topographic energy at each node for each load status. The final sum
(superimposing all load statuses) indicates all the energy efficiency benefits of installing a
PRV (or PAT), including the benefits stemming from reducing leaks. This automated process,
based on a hydraulic model, is capable of analysing real networks.

In summary, while the focus of traditional approaches is on minimising leaks and pressures
using mathematical optimisation techniques, this new methodology seeks to maximise the
system’s energy efficiency through a hydraulic procedure. Consequently, final decisions can be
made with a clearer view of the system’s behaviour.
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Glossary

ΔEm
tr; j Accumulated manageable topographic energy at node j

αs, j percentage of water arriving at the node j that comes from source s
γ water specific weight
θt percentage of total topographic energy = Etr/Esr

θtm percentage of manageable topographic energy; real case = Em
tr

Etr:

Eer Energy supplied in excess for the real systems
E f
tr flow topographic energy

Efr Energy dissipated through friction in pipes and valves
Elr Energy embedded in leaks;
Em
tr Manageable topographic energy

Eor Other energy operational losses
Epr Energy pumping station losses;
Esr total supplied energy for the real systems
Ete
lr Energy embedded in leaks caused by overpressure

Etr topographic energy required by the real system
Eu
tr Unavoidable topographic energy

Euo minimum required energy by users
Hhi highest piezometric head
Hhi, s piezometric head of the corresponding source s
p0,j/γ required pressure (established by standards) at the generic node j
pj/γ pressure at the generic node j
pmin/γ minimum pressure
pmin, j→ k/ γ minimum pressure between nodes j and k
vc, j volume demand at node j
vl, j volume leakage at node j
vg, j total volume at node j = vc, j + vl, j.
zh, j→ k highest node elevation between nodes j and k
zj Elevation of node j
zl lowest node elevation
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